Jeepin’ Since ‘48

J E E P J U NK

MEMBERSHIP MEETING
When: NO MEETING FOR JUNE – DUE TO STAY AT HOME ORDERS

BOARD MEETING
When: July 23, 2020 7pm Meeting
Where: Ledbetters

Hemet Jeep Club Information
www.hemetjeepclub.com
Facebook: www.facebook.com/grou ps/hemetjeepclub/
Hemet Jeep Club Address:
PO Box 841 Hemet, CA 92546
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2020 Board Members
Josh Epstein, President
Dan Wilson, Vice President
Mark DeVore Mike Ledbetter Matt DeVore
Carol Ledbetter, Secretary
Cari DeVore, Treasurer

Pre sident’s Message

As you may read this months Lustrous Jeep Junk, you’ll notice that I finally made some upgrades and cleaned up some of the titles
a little bit – I’m sure all of you were very concerned with the previous layout so I took i t upon myself to work tirelessly to make it
happen so you wouldn’t have to stay up late worrying about i t.
You’ll notice that Mr. Devore has provided an article again this month and officially has his own “corner” now. You could have
yours as well, just have to send me some quality articles or garbage and I’ll publish them.
One of many new ideas I have that I’m starting this month is the “member Spotlight”
Rich Witener came to me with the idea some ti me ago and I just hadn’t had the time to get it done to where I was happy with it it
but this month, its done and I’m content with the outcome. I would love to see all of you write a small story a bout yourself and
how you got into jeeping – who will be next months?
This is a really cool idea and if most of you participated it would be a great addition to the Jeep Junk. Not only will it give you
ammunition to beat up your friend over but help you understand how and why other members got into this mess of a hobby.
Don’t worry about writing the story, send me an email or just give me a call and I can transcri be all of it.
Other than that, it has been pretty quite on the home front for the Epsteins other than just getting back from what should have
been Hi Desert Round-Up. Still pretty bummed about it being cancelled but had a great time hanging out with the family since we
literally had the entire desert to ourselves with the closest ca mper being about a mile away which was quiet, peaceful and gave the
seldom obtained opportunity to work on weapon skills with the family shooting cans from the shade of our awning. I will say it
was weird not having numerous members camping with us but I relay enjoyed the beautiful weather and time away from work
with just the family.

I can’t wait to hang out with you all once again and get back to what once was. As I write this, Hemet was just hit with a protest
that turned into a riot and into looting. I mi ss the old days where we never thought of evil/ridiculous things like this.

0000000000000000000000000000000000000000
000000000000000000000000000000000

Till the next campfire….
I encourage you to check out the www.hemetjeepclub.com web site
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Jeep Junk Editor…Josh Eps tei n
(July Deadline ~ June 30, 2020)
i nfo@jepautow orks.com

TO ALL MEMBERS AND GUESTS:
Due to Covid -19 stay at home order, there will not be a general membership
Meeting for the month of June

Atop a waterfall during ‘HDR’ 2020 on what I thought was part of achy breaky
but might be part of pumpkin eater – either way, this is where I ran out of
talent and had to get winched out, twice. Thanks to Jason for saving me.
- Josh
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Upcoming Events from Trip Chairman Matt DeVore
If you are interested in leading a run or have an idea for a destination, please don't hesitate to
contact any board member to get it on the calendar--all runs are welcome.
You can contact me @ (951) 378-7597 or Email me: cmdevore2@gmail.com

HJC Coming Attractions!!

JUNE
6 th
C4W BOD Mee ting – Contact Josh E.
13 th

Palomar Ridge Run – Contact Roy D or Mark R.

XX

S and Drags – Cancelled due to Covid 19

AUGUS T
3-7
Rubicon – Contact Darrin Weatherby

Could you imagine?

I’m miserable just looking at the picture
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A NOTE FROM YOUR TREASURER
Treasurers report: Thank you to all of you have already paid dues. Currently, there are only a
handful of members that have not paid, if you are one of those members I have already sent you an
email regarding your status. If you have not received an email from me your dues are in good
standing. The dues to Cal4Wheel are due for most members in June, I will be sending them a check
for dues at the beginning of June, you will then receive your new membership. Do not hesitate to
contact me if you have any questions: zeke928@gmail.com.
Cari Devore, Treasurer

MOAB 2021
Moab 2021: Most will want to arrive on Easter Sunday, April 4 and head home Saturday, April 10. HQ
will again be at Portal RV Resort, RESERVE NOW at 435.259.6108, or online.
Contact Roy Davidson for details.

Sunsets in the desert never get old – Especially when you haven’t seen one in a long
time.
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HJC ROUND-UP 2020
Well, you missed a great time and even better
weather. I had travelled up the week prior to
scout camping spots since I wasn’t sure where
to camp out there other than the Slash X, which
was off the menu, being closed due to the Covid
pandemic. As I was out there I found three
potential ca mping spots; One near slash X that
had a TON of room, one off the power line road
where we hold our ga mes every year and the
last, one off of Stoddard Valley Road. I almost
contemplated heading out to Anderson Dry La ke
Bed where I attended my very first HDR but
figured I would try to keep it near the Slash X
area since I really like that area and a m
somewhat knowledgeable about where things
are. We were by ourselves the entire weekend
with the closest camper about a mile away.
The Cookes did come out Friday evening for a
turn and burn and ended up leaving Saturday
evening but not till after we ran my “Achy
Breaky” where I added some cool obstacles that
Jason Cooke eagerly awaiting my plea for a winch
out of this spot.
I have always wanted to try but found that
when leading a group, you have to do what the
group is capable of, not what you want to do. So, while climbing some water falls, I found that the locke rs in
these fancy new axles weren’t working properly and Jason got the honor to winch me up twice while stopping
to take pictures, of course.
We ran across three other groups while wheeling and the occasional SxS running a muck. Overall, we ha d an
absolute blast Saturday with the best weather and fina lly made it back to ca mp where we cooked dinner and
watched the Cookes pack up and get ready to head home so they could take their newly acquired boat out to
Catalina the following morning.
We spent the rest of the
weekend practicing
shooting the .22 with the
girls from right in front of
the motor home and
watching the m try to use
their bows/arrows all the
while wearing the poor
Labrador out throwing the
ball – just an absolute
great time to hang out
with the family. I will say,
it was odd doing a
camping trip without a
Miss Thang even put her sunglasses on while beating the family Jeep
slew of other

Sunday Afternoon.
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HJC ROUND-UP 2020 – CONT..
Me mbers (Yes, the
Cookes count) abundant but it
was nice to hang out with the
family and essentially have the
entire desert to ourselves.
Sunday, we got up and headed
down Stoddard Valley Road all
the way to the 15. I’ve always
wondered how far it went and
what it was like. Very beautiful
scenery and very desolate in
some areas then we got closer to
the 15 and man, quite a few
I’ve said it before and I’ll say it again – I love old,
people out there. As we drove
through what seemed like a very abandoned places like this. So much history
busy weekend we got lost in some s ma ll hills next to the 15 checking out gold mining sights where they blow
it up, take all the quartz and then process it off site – very interesting to see the magnitude of it. We ha d
lunch and decided why not head up to Calico since we are so close, so we did. As we drove around the base
of the canyons and just wasted time checking out different things with no sense of urgency which was a nice
change of pace, I realized how much I missed
having all you other friends out there with us and
we found ourselves mentioning me mbers how
they would like this, and whoa, that would be
cool to come back and look. After a couple hours
of boring the children, I decided it was t ime for
them to beat up on the Jeep for a while so the
two oldest spent a few hours transversing the
desert behind the wheel making some me mories
and their father told the m to “Keep out of the
bushes” and the occas ional expletive may have
erupted where it see med like they had the time of
their life’s, so far. We finally made it back to a
intact motor home, a couple of dogs and decided
it was time to cook dinner where afterwards, we
spoiled the children with s mores over the
campfire. It was bitter sweet being able to get
out and go ca mping but I missed each and
everyone of you. We decided it was t ime to leave
early Monday morning where we headed the back
way through Johnson Va lley and watched the sun
rise wishing we could have a few more days in
the desert and enjoy nature – then it dawned on
me, I have 3 kids and a wife who love to use
water and the bathroom, time to fill the water
tank and dump the others I guess….

Special thanks to Kaylie Cooke for taking this
picture – I had no idea till after we got home.
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- Josh Epstein

BREAK
BREAK OUT RUN – ROUSE RIDGE/THOMAS MOUNTAIN
– BOB KUESTER

Had a great Jeep run
Saturday. I was thinking I
would only have maybe ten
jeeps, boy was I surprised
when I rolled up to the
Staters parking lot to find 25
jeeps from Hemet Jeep Club
and guest. There where
members that I haven’t seen
two months due to the
Corona Virus and some
member it’s been years.
At 10:00 we started to run buy gathering up at Cranston Fire station for the start of
the run. Going thru the citrus grove has always been a challenge for me but I got
thru it and starting the Rouse Ridge run. 5 miles up the run we stopped at the old
coral for a gather up and other things. Next challenge was, do I go left or right; Left
was the answer. As we the finally gets up to our lunch stop at Thomas mountain
with all of the Memorial Day campers, I’ve never seen it that full with tent campers.
After lunch some
of us take off for
highway 74,
Idyllwild and
Bautista road. I
think this might
have the best run
of the year just
because of the
Corona Virus
with 2 months of
shut in and the
amount of Jeeps,
25 jeeps at the
end of the run.
Thanks to everyone that came out for the run!
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BREAK
BREAK OUT RUN – ROUSE RIDGE/THOMAS MOUNTAIN – CONT…
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Yes I'm trying to add something
to the jeep junk what are you
doing during the" shelter in
place",
As I while away the hours waiting
for Armageddon to begin or end
and having left the house only
once, as we went for a long
drive out to the desert. I thought
I should start a project that has
been on the back burner for a
long time. I wanted to make a set
of front fenders for the Cherokee.
If you know me, you know I take
ideas from other builders and
form my own ideas. I've made
my own bumpers, body armor,
spare tire carrier and did a funky
"hybrid" roll cage. It's a kind of half inside and half outside but it doesn't leak.
After checking with some members that have replaced their stock fenders wit h the newest at the
time wazoo cool-fender, I
determined that mine should be
in the neighborhood of
6 inches wide and fulfill some
body armor roll. I removed the
temporary plastic crap that I put
on two years ago and started
with drawings. I checked with
the smart half and ask what she
thought, then made a cardboard
mock up, changed the mock up
two or three times, then broke it
down into small p ieces and
reassembled with tape.
Next, I checked for fit and
overall look and finally I'm happy
with the mock up and I start
cutting out the parts. I'm using
3/16" flat stock and 1" DOM
tubing .
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After lot's of cutting and grinding and fitting I moved to tacking
the parts together and again I checked and adjust to fit a
couple more times. Next step was to the welding table to
smooth out the sharp edges.
My buddy Josh Epstein once told me that there are welders and
then there are grinders - I lean more toward the latter,
although I see myself as kind of a sculpture in training. I will
never be as proficient a welder as Kody or others in our club.
You should look under the front of Derick V's Cherokee, nice
job on the axle housing .
I then bent the tubes and yes it took two try's to find the
correct measurement to get the apex in the correct place but
that's why I got so much tubing to start wit h. Finally I
measured and cut the thin material for the covering and again
more fitting and sanding, starting with power tools, grinding, sanding and eventually to hand
sanding. As I type this, I have them in primer and will mix paint and shoot them this weekend and
then mount them sometime the week of the 25th if all goes well.
Stay tuned for pictures or stop by on the trail and we can compare lies. Hope to see you on the trail
sometime soon.
- Mark De Vore
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Well I hope all are well and social distancing??? I have
not heard of anyone I know acquiring the Covid 19.
Hopefully this too shall pass soon and get a vaccine
that will curb it in the future? All the pictures were in
last months JJ for the Grad Tour by the Hemet Jeep
club. WE used the gear Dan McGraw uses ALL the
time 2 wheel high. I was late getting my article in on
time. Amanda Kirch came up with the idea to tour our
3 graduates homes. Sydney Roedel, Maddy Schenk,
and Hana Daniels. Must be nice to pass your Senior
year and not have to take finals or practice for
graduation nite at the bowl No Prom, no Grad Nite
party, and no going to the Ramona Bowl to receive your diploma and hear "Pomp and Circumstance"
Just some home made sign saying 2020 Senior lives here??? The 3 gals seemed to be very
surprised to see the 20 jeeps honking their horns and a few had some balloons and signs attached to
their jeeps as we paraded by their homes. We had everything from Jim Blues' 4WD Toyota
pickmeuptruck to the '47 Willys of Mike Hardy. Kod y Kirch(with alot of help from Amanda) was able to
find all three gals homes. And Kody and I e ven made it throughwithout running out of gas???? Want
to thank all who participated. I am sure the graduates were very happy to see us coming down the
street in front of their homes making alot of noise!!!

PALOMAR
Once again Mark R. says his Dr. has ordered him to do some four wheelin'!! Medicinal purposes you
see. Mark and Roy D. ha ve decided to check out Mt. Palomar area. WE mask up and keep 6ft. away
from each other. WE tour the Rancho Calif. RV park in Aguanga. Man they ha ve some big money
rigs there and it is hard to believe a beautiful upscale park is in the middle of Aguanga??? With
Temecula the closest town to get supplies. WE find some locked gates and trails that don't go
anywhere. This is another Dan McGraw 2 wheel high run....but the scenery is great and new to the
eyes. We make it to the lookout tower that is about a mile from the Observatory. WE head on down
and come out in Oak Grove. We head towards Warner Hot Springs to Lost Canyon and after a while
we talk to some locals and they tell us of a mine that is near by so we decide to go take a look. Well
after some really bumpy dirt roads we find out the road to the mine is blocked with emergency
vehicles a man on a motorcycle has crashed and is in the middle of the road. So we turn around and
head for home. After airing up we get on the pavement and make it back to Hemet "The
Foothills of Heaven?) Like to thank Mark Roedel and Lisa for letting us enjoy their "medicinal" run.
EASTER SUNDAY CONTROL ROAD

Our Four Wheeler of the Year recipient, Mark Roedel, had just gone through another session of
chemo and was looking to go four wheeling...................................
DRS. ORDERS!!!!!!!! He
called a few jeep members and we headed up control road on a cold, cloudy, drizzling day(thank God
for my LJ with the top and roll up windows!!!) Sorry PlumCrazy I am too old to freeze my butt any
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longer in the open air comfort you provide.
On Mark's suggestion we forgo the Easter Egg hunt and just take our "Bunnies" with us on the trip.
This is the best 1 day run I have been on in a long time!! And awesome company.
After the recent rains and snow Mark Roedel was putting on quite a show as he leads us up the
control road. I am not sure if he knows about the JK's one two and three clicks??? he definitely was
scaring the hell out of me and Lisa as we followed him through the low visibility and snow and mud.
At points it looked like we were going to have to turn around as the trail got better and better. Mo st of
us were able to keep at least 2 wheels on the ground....although you couldn't really see who was
behind or ahead of you. WE come to the Bee Canyon water crossing. I am not sure I would have tried
to cross because the water was fairly deep and running very fast!!! But after Mark crossed the rest of
us closed our eyes and plunged into the swiftly running water and made it through in fine fashion. NO
need to worry. WE decided to have lunch here. It was really a great scene. Rushing water and a
nice waterfall, jeeps all muddy and we made it to lunch only a few minutes past noon.(Sorry Roy D.)
We end up on our "adopt a trail" and it is really great!!! Roedel is all over the trail and if we could have
seen what he was doing and how we would probably not have followed the Four Wheeler of the Year
up the trail. We could see where the work party had clipped back some of the brush but we did get
quite a" mexican pin stripping" I think Mark could have made some big bucks had he recorded his trail
worthiness. I know I would pay money to see it again. We make it to Hwy 243 and air up and start
down the hill in a thick fog(cloud cover) we all make it home without any problems. Like to thank Mark
R. for a great trip and let me know the next time you have Dr. orders to go four wheelin'!!!!
As I said in the beginning I hope all of you are well and able to cope with this trying time in our
lives(hopefully you can afford it) So glad I don't own a burger stand anymore. Not sure if I could have
stayed open or not???? I am afraid what we called "normal" will not be "normal" anymore. We did go
out to eat for the first time last nite. Our Mexican restaurant in San Jac opened for in house dining. It
was a bit different. Of course the tables were open only every other one to keep the "social distance"
but it was very nice. They didn't have the salt and pepper shakers on the table(you had to ask for
them) but it is sure crazy how accustomed we are to eating out. Didn't know we depended on it so
much. I guess we just were in a rut as to how things always were....NOT an ymore. When I drive
picking up parts for Dondels racing team I am always able to stop at a fast food joint and use the
restroom. Well they are open for take out but the restrooms are closed. So I had to hide behind a
bush on the side of the road and use the outdoor restrooms. We should all pray to God we get
through this.......I am not sure where the Govt. is getting all this "stimulus Money" WE are already
Trillions of dollars in debt. I ha ve taken some hits on the stocks....but they seem to be gaining their
value back slowly. Hopefully I will have enough money to keep my two(2) jeeps and motorhome in
running order.
I just mentioned to Lisa I am not sure I will remember how to operate the motorhome....I ha ven't been
out since Split rock.
Wish we could keep in touch better. I miss the meetings and hearing all the scuttle butt.
Really missed going to Moab and having Roy and company lead us up and over all the red rocks.
Well, til we meet again.
PlumCrazyMIKE
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“THE WAY WE WERE”
A LOOK BACK THROUGH OUR HISTORY
JUNE 2020
By Diane Boss, Historian
I first featured this article in the December 2013 Jeep Junk about the tragic abduction and murder
of two U.S. Border Patrol Agents who were kidnapped at gunpoint by drug dealers on June 17,
1967. I’m including the original article again this month on the following pages. Roy Davidson,
who found the border patrol car after an extensive multi day search near a cabin where they were
murdered, received an invitation to a Remembrance Hike: End of Watch 2020 coming up June 17 at
2:00 pm, 53 years later.
A monument in the middle of nowhere...
In the early morning hours of June 17, 1967, U.S. Border Patrol Agents Theodore Newton, and George A zrak
were conducting a routine two-man traffic checkpoint on a dark and isolated stretch of back country road
(Highway 79) near Oak Grove, California.
When the Agents failed to report in at the end of shift, a huge search involving many hundreds of men was
quickly organized. Unfortunately, after two days of intensive searching the bodies of Newton and Azrak were
discovered in a dilapidated old hunting cabin deep in the remote hills above Anza, CA.
Next M onth, on Wednesday, June 17, 2020, at 2:00 PM we're gonna honor the memory of these men, some 53
years later to the day!
Join us for the Remembrance Hike: End of Watch 2020. Where members of our community, will 'Hike' to a
remote location, to a M emorial Plaque, to pay tribute on behalf of these men, then... to 'Hike' back.
Hey Folks, it's Ben Cruz your host for this event. You're invited to join us, to the remote scene of the crime, to
honor the memory of Agents Newton and Azrak.
Now getting there, is gonna be challenging, it's something of a trek. Depending where you live, it may be a long
drive up into the high desert of Riverside County, then we've got miles of dirt roads leading us deeper into the
foothills, then the roads become trails and eventually, those trials will ran out. This is the hike, up the mountain
on foot.
There... the old cabin is long gone but a plaque was attached directly onto the side of a prominent bolder. Here
is where we will stand as a community, an American flag and Border Patrol pennant will be draping the top of
that stone.
We're gonna gathered around this place where Newton and Azrak died and pay our respects. Then, we'regonna
feel good about ourselves, because someone had said " Other than Border Patrol agents, no one will ever visit
this place. It's too remote and hard to get to, it's not impressive, and it won't be in any guidebook for tourists.
The sun will rise in the east, and set into the west, and you can bet that no grateful citizen will ever venture forth
to polish the plaque or lay flowers in remembrance of two agents murdered in cold blood some 53 years ago.
This place will always be just another lonely monument in the middle of nowhere.
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But here is the extraordinary thing. This monument’s pure simplicity and total isolation from anything else
somehow render it all that much more powerful. There are no man-made sounds to interfere. It's a true
monument.
In 2017, the Border Patrol memorialized the commemoration ceremony with a moving YouTube video entitled
“Newton Azrak 50th Anniversary”. Take the time to view it.https://www.cbp.gov/newsroom/videogallery/video-library/newton-azrak-50th-anniversary
Then join us, as the grateful citizens of Anza, Aguanga, Oak Grove, and Warner Springs pay tribute.Details on
hike: https://facebook.com/events/s/remembrance-hike-end-of-watch-/1096838237351486/?ti=cl

The license plate, still bearing the number J-8346,was intact, and that was all it took for Davidson to confirm its
identity. He wanted to inspect the car, as well as an old mining shack he spotted on a ridge nearby, but he
remembered his instructions from earlier that day, and headed back to the Anza fire station. After reporting his
discovery to officials in Anza, Davidson led the search teams back to the area where he’d spotted the car.

Investigators approached the cabin with caution, hoping that whoever had abandoned the car would still be inside.
Unfortunately, their worst fears were about to be realized.The cabin was in a horrible state of disrepair. Garbage,
broken glass, and overturned furniture littered the small room from one end to the other. At the center of the mess
was an old stove, and it was here that they found the bodies of Theodore Newton and George Azrak. They had been
shot in the head at point-blank range.
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The California Border Patrol website has the full story on their website accessible at this link
http://www.cbp.gov/linkhandler/cgov/border_security/border_patrol/border_patrol_officer_memorial/azrak_hist
/newton_azrak_story.ctt/newton_azrak_story.pdf
Here is an excerpt
e xcerpt from this story:
Then on Monday June 19th, the search moved from Oak Grove to Anza, after investigators got their first good lead.
Dale Lesniak, a fireman with the Anza Volunteer Station of the California Division of Forestry, reported that he had
seen a Border Patrol car driving through the area around 8:00 a.m. Saturday morning, the same time it was
discovered that Newton and Azrak were missing. At first, Lesniak didn’t think much of it, as Border Patrol cars were
often seen in the vicinity. But given the situation, he decided to report it. According to Lesniak, he saw a lone male
occupant in the car as it passed. Fifteen minutes later, he spotted the car again with the same driver, this time headed
in the opposite direction. Investigators, including hundreds of volunteers, converged on the area.

One such volunteer was *Ron Davidson, a firefighter from Los Angeles and a member of the Hemet Jeep Club,
which was called into service to aid in the search. Davidson met with other volunteers at the Anza fire station at 5:00
a.m., to begin an intensive search of the area. Davidson received his assignment and began surveying an area
southwest of Anza. The trail took him near the Bailey Ranch on the south side of Highway 71 (now Highway 371),
near the Cahuilla Indian Reservation. It was 25 miles away from the checkpoint where Newton and Azrak were last
seen, and at first, Davidson didn’t have cause to think that this particular area would turn up any evidence. “It
seemed too tough for a passenger car,” he later recounted.It was now 8:00 a.m., exactly 48 hours since the search had
begun, and Davidson spottedsomething in the underbrush that he couldn’t ignore. He got out of his jeep and
approached the object, which he now recognized as an abandoned vehicle. Instinctively, he knew that it was the
missing Border Patrol car, the same one issued to Newton and Azrak. It had been very carefully hidden beneath the
shrubs of the desert, according to Davidson, in an effort to make it impossible to spot from the air. Whoever left it
there had never counted on a search by land.

* Per Roy……………"Ron" was my code name...(-:
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--All members be sure to notify the Secretary of any roster corrections...and especially email changes.

HELP: We need Contributing Writers for the Jeep Junk.. Do you have flair for writing articles?
Apparel Q uestions…
Membership Questions…
Equipment Manager:
Sunshine Committee:
Adopt-A-Trail:
Raffle Questions…
Historian:
JeepJunk:

Jessica Daniels

Email: Jessnhuby@verizon.net
Email: mike.ledbetter@verizon.net
Email: wallacewp@verizon.net
Email: slimshadyhddd@gmail.c om
Email: Danw@dsmt.com
Email:
Email: redmountainlady@gmail.com
Email:info@jepautoworks.com

Mike Ledbetter
Roy Wallace
Chris Darling
Dan Wilson
Mark DeVore
Diane Boss
Josh Epstein

**Junk Information … for the November Jeep Junk, please send any information you may have to Josh Epstein at email
info@jepautoworks.com or call 951-675-0203

--SUPPORT O UR SPO NSO RS!!
Please look on page 22 for our sponsors.. Remembe r them when you nee d those re pairs, parts or spe cial
fabrication..
We are currently looking for advertisers for the Jeep Junk and our website - all previous supporters have been removed and only
current advertisers will be listed. Prices for advertisement include both the website and the Jeep Junk
Prices below are in money or in donations and will run for 12 months - or monthly if you so choose
$200 Business card size add in the Jeep Junk and Website
$400 (or $40 a month) 1/4 page ad on both
$600 (or $60 a month) for a 1/2 page ad on both
$1000 (or $100 a month) for a full page ad on both
If yoursel f, or know of anyone who might be interested - have them get a hold of me - I can help with artwork if need be.

Ken Hooten is selling his unreal trailer and freshly rebuilt jeep with a V8 and all the bells and whistles. Only $65,000.00 Call
951 767-3190. Trailer was featured in FourWheel magazine.
Mike Hardy is selling four(4) 205 75R15 trailer tires - brand new $200.00 total.

RAFFLE -- RAFFLE – RAFFLE -- RAFFLE
Please support the Raffle
Good Luck !
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COMMITTEE ASSIGNMENTS
January 2020

STANDING COMMITTEES
[Appointed/removed by the President. Term: 1 year starting at January meeting.]
HOUSE

Richard Broos

TRIP

Matt DeVore

FINANCE

Carl DeVore

JEEP JUNK

Josh Epstein

HISTORY

Diane Boss

MEMBERSHIP Mike Ledbetter

SPECIAL COMM ITTEES
[Appointed by the President and/or the Board of Directors. Perform duties as defined in their creation.]
LAND USE

Mike Ledbetter

RAFFLE

Mark DeVore

SUNSHINE

Donna DeVore

APPAREL

Jessica Daniels

ADOPT-A-TRAIL Dan Wilson
C4W Delegate

Mike Hardy

Committees report to Directors as follows:
Director Mike Ledbetter
Land Use
Cal-4-Wheel
Membership

Director Dan Wilson
Jeep Junk
House
Social Media
Adopt-a-Trail

Director Matt DeVore
History
Publicity & Program
Trip

HJC/bh/1/1/2020
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Director Mark DeVore
Raffle
Sunshine
Apparel
Election

HJC Merchandise Order Form
Mens
Crew T Shirt (Grey or White):
small med large Xlarge 2Xlarge
Pocket T Shirt (Grey):
small med large Xlarge 2Xlarge
Polo Shirt (Grey):
small med large Xlarge 2Xlarge
Longsleeve T (Red):
small med large Xlarge 2Xlarge
Pull Over Sweatshirt:
small med large Xlarge 2Xlarge
Hoodie Pull Over Sweatshirt:
Special Order
Full Zip Hooded Sweatshirt: Special Order
Denim Long Sleeve Shirt:
Special Order (logo is on front only)

@$15.00
@$16.00
@$18.00
@$18.00
@$20.00
@$25.00
@$30.00
@$25.00

Womens
Essential Crew T Shirt (Red):
V Neck T Shirt (Red):

small med
small med

large Xlarge 2Xlarge
large Xlarge 2Xlarge

@15.00
@15.00

Kids
Boys Crew T Shirts:
Girls Style T Shirt:

Special Order
Special Order

@$10.00
@$11.00

Miscellaneous
Navy Baseball Caps
Grey Flex Fit Caps
“Skull Cap” Beanie
Fold up Beanie
Tote Bag
Flag
Small Logo Patch
Large Logo Patch
Magnetic Logo Plaques
Screw-On Logo Plaques

@$16.00
@$19.00
@$9.00
@$12.00
@$12.00
@$12.00
@$5.00
@$15.00
@$40.00/Pair
@$40.00/Pair

Logo Stickers:
Large:
1/$3 2/$5 3/$7
Medium:
1/$2 2/$4 4/$6
Small:
1/$1 4/$3 6/$4

Member Name:

Contact Info:

*See Jessica Daniels (jessnhuby@yahoo.com or 951-775-4725) if you are interested in different
colors/styles. Extended sizes available as a special order.

‘
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Hemet Jeep Club Sponsors ~ 2020 ~ Possible Member HJC Discount
The following sponsors have helped the Hemet Jeep Club through their generous donations. Please
thank them by using their services whenever possible!
Thanks to the following for supporting our club with raffle prizes and HJC Discounts.
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HEMET JEEP CLUB
April General Membership Meeting Minutes

No M eeting was held in the month of M ay due to the "Stay At Home" order implemented by Govorner
Newsome.
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HEMET JEEP CLUB
Board Of Directors Meeting Minutes May 26, 2020
OnOn-Line Go To Meeting Teleconference per COVIDCOVID-19 Restrictions

President Josh Epstein called the meeting to order at 7:08 pm. Present: Josh Epstein, Mike Ledbetter, Mark
DeVore, Matt DeVore, Cari DeVore, Carol Ledbetter, Dan Wilson, Guests Dub Broos and Donna DeVore.
Treasurer’s Report. We have $4,060.10 in savings and $10,858.43 in checking. Mark made a motion to
accept the treasurer’s report, Matt seconded; motion carried.
Approval of Minutes. Mike made a motion to approve the Board minutes from last month, Cari seconded;
motion carried.
Directors’ Reports
Mike Ledbetter reported no new memberships. The Coastal Commission plans to meet in June regarding
Oceano Dunes
.
Dan Wilson reported sending an email to the club regarding our Adopt-a-Trail. He has been w orking w ith FS
Ranger Stacey, w ho says everything is open. Stacey asked the club to adopt the 4S05 trail past Fulmore Lake
and Black Mountain. No action at this time. Bee Canyon has seen a lot of traffic since the FS graded the road.
The 4th of July Parade in Idyllw ild has been cancelled.
.
Matt DeVore reported on the Rouse Ridge Run on May 23 w ith 25 vehicles in attendance. Weather w as great.
Mark Rodel and Roy Davidson w ill lead a run on June 13 to Palomar Ridge. Meet at the southw est corner of
State and Stetson at 7:30 a.m. The June Sand Drags have been cancelled.
Mark D. Sent a condolence card to Jan Kris for a loss in her family.
Old Business
• Lapel pins. Nothing new to report.
• Ceramic plaques. Nothing new to report.
• Letters to the InGear by members. Members have the right to w rite letters and/or articles for publication
in the InGear. No action needed by the Board.
• Membership report. Car i sent Josh the updated w orking copy of the roster; Josh w ill follow up on those
who have not paid their Cal4Wheel dues. Cari reported she w ill pay Cal4Wheel dues in mid-June.
New Business
•
•
•

Josh received a note from TDS thanking us for our w ork and continued dedication included w as a
donation check in the amount of $500.
Hana Daniels sent the club a Thank You card for remembering her high school graduation.
June meeting. The Board discussed the pros and cons of holding a general membership meeting in
June. Due to Covid-19, Carol moved to go dark one more month, Cari seconded; motion carried.

Next Board of Directors meeting w ill be June 23rd at Ledbetters’ backyard. 6 pm dinner, 7pm meeting.
Josh adjourned the meeting at 7:54 pm.
Respectfully submitted by Carol Ledbetter, Secretary
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Week #9: OHV Corona virus update – Natural Resource Consultant, Jeff Blewitt
I personally did not get out for Memorial Day Weekend but many of you did. Johnson Valley, Moon Rocks,
Sand Mountain, Rubicon, Fordyce, Hollister Hills SVRA and many other trails and campgrounds all had
big crowds over the weekend. Unfortunately, I saw way too many posts on social media about piles of
garbage left behind on our trails and in our campgrounds.
I know I am preaching to the choir about this. But when we all first started recreating outdoors the first
thing we learned was to “Tread Lightly” and “Pack it in, Pack it Out”. If you joined a club or just went offroading with friends, they would remind you if you screwed up and did not follow the rules.
Times are different now, club membership is down, but social media clubs are bigger than ever, and I
believe that these important programs are just not being passed on to the new generation of outdoor
recreationalists.
Education is the key; they are not bad people they just do not know all the regulations and they do not
understand how important it is for all us OHV and outdoor recreationist maintain a good public image of
being good stewards of our public lands.
If you are in a club, mentor the new members and teach them the correct way to be good stewards of our
public lands.
If you encounter bad behavior out on the trail, politely remind them about the “Tread Lightly” and “Pack
it in, Pack it Out” programs and what the consequences of their actions could be. Trails have been closed
for less, if we don’t care who will?
CALIFORNIA STATE PARKS
As State Parks begins its phased reopening of parks and beaches in compliance with state and local public
health ordinances, it is important for visitors to continue to practice physical distancing and avoid
congregating with people outside their immediate household. Everyone has the responsibility to mitigate
the spread of COVID-19.
Campgrounds and high public-use indoor facilities, including museums and visitor centers will remain
closed for the time being. Most facility’s including some of the States SVRA’s will being opening very soon
for day use only to start. Special events and tours continue to be canceled until further notice.
The reopening of these public outdoor spaces will be made with little advance notice and visitors should
expect a different state park experience than they are used to. With 280 park units in the state park
system, visitors are advised to visit the webpage of their local outdoor destination before leaving home to
find out if it is open, what new visitor guidelines are in effect and if parking is available.
Unfortunately, at this time Oceano Dunes, Ocotillo Wells and Heber Dunes SVRA’s all remain closed with
no reopening date in sight.
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HUNGRY VALLEY STATE VEHICULAR RECREATION AREA
Hungry Valley State Vehicular Recreation Area is open from 06:00 a.m. to 06:00 p.m. to active recreation
with restrictions in place to encourage social distancing and reduce group gatherings.
State Parks requests that visitors remain in their vehicles or next to their vehicles during transactions
and inspections of their vehicles.
Trails, routes, and open spaces are now open for active recreational use. Rules and regulations are now
posted at all Kiosks and at major routes in the SVRA. Only restrooms in the proximity of the parking lots
will be available.
PRAIRIE CITY STATE VEHICULAR RECREATION AREA
Prairie City SVRA is open for day use only. The areas of the park that are now open include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Main entrance
Kids Track
Main Staging Area
ATV and MX Practice Tracks
Obstacle Area
4X4 Track and Staging Area
Zone 1 riding trails, Zone 2 riding trails, Zone 3 riding trails
We will keep you up to date on what areas remain closed and what area’s that will be opening back up in
the near future.
If you choose to recreate outdoors, please make sure the facilities are open before you head out and
check for any travel restrictions. Please follow all local, State, and Federal guidelines.
Do your part – Make sure to pack out what you pack in and remember to always stay on designated
routes.
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Ever been curious what goes into a Jeep Flathead engine? Worry no more…
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